Abstract DNA topoisomerases solve the topological problems associated with DNA replication, transcription, recombination, and chromatin remodeling by introducing temporary single-or double-strand breaks in the DNA. In addition, these enzymes fine-tune the steady-state level of DNA supercoiling both to facilitate protein interactions with the DNA and to prevent excessive supercoiling that is deleterious. In recent years, the crystal structures of a number of topoisomerase fragments, representing nearly all the known classes of enzymes, have been solved. These structures provide remarkable insights into the mechanisms of these enzymes and complement previous conclusions based on biochemical analyses. Surprisingly, despite little or no sequence homology, both type IA and type IIA topoisomerases from prokaryotes and the type IIA enzymes from eukaryotes share structural folds that appear to reflect functional motifs within critical regions of the enzymes. The type IB enzymes are structurally distinct from all other known topoisomerases but are similar to a class of enzymes referred to as tyrosine recombinases. The structural themes common to all topoisomerases include hinged clamps that open and close to bind DNA, the presence of DNA binding cavities for temporary storage of DNA segments, and the coupling of protein conformational changes to DNA rotation or DNA movement. For the type II topoisomerases, the binding and hydrolysis of ATP further modulate conformational changes in the enzymes to effect changes in DNA topology.
INTRODUCTION
DNA topoisomerases are marvelous molecular machines that manage the topological state of the DNA in the cell. These enzymes accomplish this feat by either passing one strand of the DNA through a break in the opposing strand (type I subfamily) or by passing a region of duplex from the same or a different molecule through a double-stranded gap generated in a DNA (type II subfamily). Topoisomerases are known that relax only negative supercoils, that relax supercoils of both signs, or that introduce either negative (bacterial DNA gyrase) or positive supercoils into the DNA (reverse gyrase). Besides altering the supercoiling of a closed DNA domain, the strand passing activities of topoisomerases can promote the catenation and decatenation of circular DNAs or the disentanglement of intertwined linear chromosomes.
The fundamental need for topoisomerases derives from the double helical structure of DNA. For most processes that must access the information stored in the DNA, the two strands of the helix must separate either temporarily, as in transcription or recombination, or permanently, as in replication. The circular nature of bacterial chromosomes and the large size of eukaryotic DNA molecules preclude a simple winding solution to many of the topological problems that accompany the DNA transactions that occur in the cell (1) . Thus, during DNA replication, the two strands of the DNA must become completely unlinked by topoisomerases, and during transcription, the translocating RNA polymerase generates supercoiling tension in the DNA that must be relaxed (1, 2) . The association of DNA with histones and other proteins introduces supercoiling that requires relaxation by topoisomerases. In addition, transcription from some promoters in bacteria requires a minimal level of negative supercoiling, but too much supercoiling of either sign is disastrous (3) (4) (5) (6) . In all cells, completely replicated chromosomes must be untangled by DNA topoisomerases before partitioning and cell division can occur. These examples illustrate that not only does DNA structure lead to topological predicaments that must be solved by topoisomerases, but that the topological state of the DNA itself must be fine-tuned to optimize DNA function.
The immense interest in topoisomerases in recent years derives not only from the recognition of their crucial role in managing DNA topology, but also from two major advances in the field. First, a wide variety of topoisomerase-targeted drugs have been identified, many of which generate cytotoxic lesions by trapping the enzymes in covalent complexes on the DNA. These topoisomerase poisons include both antimicrobials and anticancer chemotherapeutics, some of which are currently in widespread clinical use. The extensive literature concerned with drugs that target topoisomerases has been the subject of several recent reviews and is not covered here (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Second, the crystal structures of numerous topoisomerase fragments have been published in the last few years that complement an extensive biochemical literature and provide key insights into how these machines work. The theme for this review is how protein structure contributes to our understanding of the function, catalysis, and mechanism of DNA topoisomerases. Owing in part to space limitations and in part to the recent publication of excellent reviews on the type II enzymes (1, (12) (13) (14) (15) , the scope of this review is broader for the type I topoisomerases than for the type II enzymes. In view of the expanding literature in the field, citations are restricted to recent work and the most pertinent of the older papers; the reader is referred to the excellent earlier comprehensive review of topoisomerases for the background literature (16) .
CLASSIFICATION OF TOPOISOMERASES
DNA cleavage by all topoisomerases is accompanied by the formation of a transient phosphodiester bond between a tyrosine residue in the protein and one of the ends of the broken strand. DNA topology can be modified during the lifetime of the covalent intermediate, and the enzyme is released as the DNA is religated. Those enzymes that cleave only one strand of the DNA are defined as type I and are further classified as either type IA subfamily members if the protein link is to a 5 phosphate (formerly called type I-5 ) or type IB subfamily members if the protein is attached to a 3 phosphate (formerly called type I-3 ). Topoisomerases that cleave both strands to generate a staggered double-strand break are grouped together in the type II subfamily of topoisomerases. Further division of the subfamilies is based on structural considerations. Table 1 lists representatives of the various subfamilies of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic topoisomerases. The eubacterial topoisomerases I and III and the α and β forms of the mammalian topoisomerases II and III are apparently examples of paralogues that arose by gene duplication (17) . Sequence alignments for the various topoisomerase families have been published previously (18) .
The recent discovery of a novel type II enzyme from the hyperthermophilic archaeon Sulfolobus shibatae (19, 20) prompted the division of the type II topoisomerases into the type IIA and type IIB subfamilies, with the S. shibatae topoisomerase VI as the prototype of the IIB subfamily. Although monomeric type IA reverse gyrases have been found in hyperthermophilic representatives of both a The source of the most extensively studied family member is given in parentheses. The top portion of the table lists the type I topoisomerases; the bottom portion the type II enzymes. b The subunit sizes are those corresponding to the most extensively studied family member.
c Included as the only known reverse gyrase with a heterodimeric structure. d Only known representative at present. Probably present in other hyperthermophilic eubacteria. e Gene not yet cloned; purified protein has a molecular size of 110 kDa.
prokaryotic domains of life, the Methanopyrus kandleri reverse gyrase is included in the table because it is the only known example of a heterodimeric type IA enzyme (21) . The availability of complete genome sequences for many bacteria and yeast indicates that no additional homologues of the known enzymes are likely to be discovered. It remains to be seen whether new and distinct subclasses of topoisomerases will be identified in the future. Besides those topoisomerases listed in Table 1 , a number of viral or plasmidencoded topoisomerases have been described through the years. Thus, in addition to the well-studied vaccinia virus type IB topoisomerase, type II DNA topoisomerases have been described for bacteriophage T4 (22) , African swine fever virus (ASF) (23) , and paramecium bursaria chlorella virus 1 (PBCV-1) (24) . The PBCV-1 topoisomerase is the smallest known type II enzyme to date with a molecular weight of 120,000. Plasmid-encoded type IA topoisomerases have been identified in a number of Gram-negative as well as Gram-positive bacterial genera [reference (25) and references cited therein] that have features characteristic of eubacterial topoisomerases I and III. Their function remains obscure, although in at least one case it has been shown that a specific substrate for the plasmid-encoded topoisomerase is generated during the initiation of plasmid DNA replication by DNA polymerase I (25).
CELLULAR ROLES OF TOPOISOMERASES
As a backdrop to the discussion to follow, the cellular roles of the various topoisomerases are reviewed, especially as they relate to enzyme function and substrate specificity. The roles of topoisomerases in various cells types are the subject of three recent reviews (26) (27) (28) .
Eubacteria
Escherichia coli The four DNA topoisomerases found in E. coli consist of the two type IA enzymes, DNA topoisomerases I and III, and the two type IIA enzymes, DNA gyrase and DNA topoisomerase IV. Although some overlap of function has been shown genetically, each of the DNA topoisomerases appears optimized to carry out its own particular set of topological manipulations. DNA gyrase is the only known topoisomerase able to generate negative supercoiling at the expense of ATP hydrolysis and is responsible for global generation of negative supercoils in the bacterial chromosome. Such global supercoiling in combination with the activity of the E. coli Muk proteins is essential for chromosome condensation leading to proper chromosome partitioning at cell division (29, 30) . The recent realization that besides its decatenating role in replication, topoisomerase IV also relaxes negative supercoils in the cell (32) , implicates topoisomerase IV along with topoisomerase I (27) as activities that prevent excessive negative supercoiling by DNA gyrase. Together, topoisomerases I and IV along with DNA gyrase set the steady-state level of negative supercoiling that is required for the initiation of replication and for transcription from at least some promoters (32) . Transcription itself generates positive supercoils ahead of and negative supercoils behind the translocating RNA polymerase that are rapidly resolved by DNA gyrase and DNA topoisomerase I, respectively.
Fork movement during replication of a circular DNA can generate topological changes in both the unreplicated region ahead of the fork and in the already replicated region behind the fork. Early after initiation, movement of a replication fork causes overwinding of the DNA in the unreplicated region of the theta intermediate, and the resulting positive supercoils are rapidly removed by DNA gyrase (28) . However, as replication proceeds the overwinding in the unreplicated region can diffuse back into the already-replicated region to cause interwinding of the two daughter duplexes (33) . Peter et al (34) refer to these interwindings as precatenanes because if not removed, they cause the two daughter molecules to be catenated at the end of replication. Recent evidence confirms that excess helical windings generated by replication can be distributed both in front of and behind the replication fork (34) . Therefore, fork movement during replication can be maintained not only by DNA gyrase relaxing positive supercoils in front of the fork but also through the "unwinding" of the daughter duplexes behind the replication fork. Of the two type II enzymes in E. coli, topoisomerase IV is much more effective at decatenating DNA than at relaxing positive supercoils whereas the converse is true for DNA gyrase (28, 35, 36) . This functional difference between the two enzymes (37) suggests that topoisomerase IV is primarily responsible for unlinking the precatenanes that occur behind the replication fork as well as the catenanes that are generated at the end of replication by the failure of DNA gyrase to remove the last of the positive supercoils when the two replication forks converge (37) .
Surprisingly, topoisomerase III supports fork movement on a circular DNA in vitro despite its inability to relax positive supercoils (38) . This observation is best explained by the ability of topoisomerase III, but not topoisomerase I, to "decatenate" the precatenanes behind the fork by acting at nicks or gaps that are present in the replicating DNA (38) (39) (40) . Thus, topoisomerases III and IV appear to have overlapping functions. In vivo, it seems likely that precatenane unlinking is carried out by topoisomerase III acting in the region just behind the replication fork where the template for discontinuous synthesis remains single-stranded and by topoisomerase IV acting in more distal regions where the daughter DNAs are completely duplex. Under normal conditions where topoisomerase I is acting to prevent excess negative supercoiling, topoisomerase III, which requires a hypernegatively supercoiled substrate, is probably not involved in supercoil relaxation in the cell (39) .
Recently an interaction has been demonstrated between E. coli topoisomerase III and the E. coli RecQ helicase in which the helicase produces a substrate for catenation of duplex molecules by the topoisomerase (41) . This finding is especially interesting in view of the finding that human topoisomerases III act in concert with human homologues of the bacterial RecQ helicase (see below).
Other Eubacteria An analysis of the genome sequences of the 17 mesophilic eubacterial organisms for which a complete annotated sequence is available at the time of this writing reveals that several bacteria (Haemophilus influenzae, Bacillus subtilis, and Xylella fastidiosa) have the same topoisomerase complement as E. coli. It seems likely that these enzymes share the same relative distribution of functions discussed above. However, given the apparent functional redundancy of topoisomerases III and IV mentioned above, it is not surprising to find a number of mesophilic eubacteria that appear to lack a homologue of topoisomerase III but that still possess the other three topoisomerases. This group includes Borrelia burgdorferi, Chlamydophila pneumoniae, Chlamydia trachomatis, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Mycoplasma genitalium, Neisseria meningitidis, Rickettsia prowazekii, Synechocystis PCC6803, and Ureaplasma urealyticum. Apparently in these cases topoisomerase IV is solely responsible for unlinking precatenanes as well as daughter molecule catenanes.
Based on the current level of genome annotation, a number of mesophiles (Campylobacter jejuni, Deinococcus radiodurans, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, and Treponema pallidum) appear to possess only two topoisomerase genes: one is homologous to the gene encoding E. coli DNA gyrase and a second to the E. coli topoisomerase I topA gene. This configuration probably represents the minimal topoisomerase makeup for a bacterial cell. In these bacteria, the DNA gyrase as the sole type II enzyme would negatively supercoil the DNA, relax positive supercoils associated with transcription and replication, and decatenate replicated DNA. In turn, topoisomerase I would function to relax negative supercoils associated with transcription and to prevent excessive negative supercoiling by DNA gyrase.
Complete genome sequences are available for two eubacterial hyperthermophiles, Aquifex aeolicus and Thermotoga maritima. Like all of the hyperthermophilic bacteria, both organisms code for a reverse gyrase that uses the energy from ATP hydrolysis to introduce positive supercoils into the chromosomal DNA. The exact role of reverse gyrase in hyperthermophiles remains uncertain, but it seems likely that positive supercoiling of the DNA functions to counteract the helix unwinding and strand separation effects of growth at high temperature (42) . In addition to reverse gyrase, both of these organisms have genes coding for DNA gyrase and for a homologue of the E. coli topoisomerase type IA enzymes. All three topoisomerases have been characterized biochemically in Thermotoga maritima (43) (44) (45) ; the type IA activity was found to be more similar to E. coli topoisomerase I than to topoisomerase III and thus probably functions to relax negative supercoils associated with transcription. DNA gyrase, the only type II enzyme activity, is likely important as a decatenating activity during DNA replication, and may also function to oppose reverse gyrase and prevent excessive positive supercoiling.
Topoisomerase V, originally identified in the hyperthermophile Methanopyrus kandleri (46, 47) , remains the only known example of a type IB topoisomerase in bacteria. M. kandleri possesses, in addition to topoisomerase V, a novel heterodimeric reverse gyrase (21), a type II topoisomerase, and probably also a type IA topoisomerase. How these topoisomerases collaborate to manage the topological state of the DNA in this hyperthermophilic methanogen remains unknown.
Archaebacteria
The archaebacteria for which complete genome sequences with annotations are available are the hyperthermophiles Aeropyrum pernix, Archaeoglobus fulgidus, Methanococcus jannaschii, Pyrococcus horikoshii, and Pyrococcus abyssi. With one exception, these organisms share the same ensemble of topoisomerases: a reverse gyrase, a type IA topoisomerase, and topoisomerase VI. Topoisomerase VI may be exclusive to the archaea. In addition to these three enzymes, Archaeoglobus fulgidus also appears to possess a typical DNA gyrase. While functional assignments can only be provisional in the absence of a detailed characterization of the enzymes and the topological state of the chromosomes in these organisms, it seems likely that the functions will parallel those described above for the hyperthermophilic eubacteria except that topoisomerase VI is the type II enzyme responsible for decatenating replication intermediates (48) . The observation that purified topoisomerase VI can relax both positive as well as negative supercoils (19, 20) suggests that it may also prevent excessive positive supercoiling generated by transcription and/or reverse gyrase. Consistent with its presence exclusively in the hyperthermophilic bacteria, reverse gyrase is not found in the mesophilic members of the archaeal domain (49) .
Yeasts
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe code for three topoisomerases that belong to the three of the four known subfamilies. In both organisms, topoisomerase I (IB subfamily) is dispensable for growth, but topoisomerase II (IIA subfamily) is absolutely required to "decatenate" linked chromosomes and prepare chromosomes for segregation at mitosis (16, 50, 51) . Unlike DNA gyrase, topoisomerase II cannot introduce negative supercoils but can relax supercoils of both signs, and is therefore able to substitute for topoisomerase I in its absence. In the wild-type situation, topoisomerase I probably provides the swivels for fork movement during DNA replication by acting in the unreplicated region between converging replication forks. Topoisomerase I also removes both the negative and positive supercoils associated with transcription. It is likely that topoisomerase II is involved in these processes as well, but the relative contributions of the two enzymes to replication and transcription remain unclear. Similar to bacteria, yeasts poorly tolerate excessive negative supercoiling, and in the absence of either topoisomerase I or II, mitotic recombination occurs at repeated sequences within the genome (6) .
Although topoisomerase III (type IA subfamily) is dispensable for growth in S. cerevisiae, in its absence, the cells grow slowly, exhibit elevated levels of mitotic recombination, and fail to sporulate owing to a defect in meiotic recombination (5, 52) . On the other hand, topoisomerase III is required in S. pombe for sustained cell division (53, 54) . Despite the different phenotypes of mutants lacking topoisomerase III, in both organisms it appears that there is a functional association between topoisomerase III and the Sgs1 helicase (or its homologue in S. pombe), an enzyme that belongs to the RecQ family of helicases (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) . It has been suggested that the interaction between these two proteins may prevent the formation of lethal intermediates during DNA recombination and perhaps DNA replication (52, 56, 57) . The targets for the combined activity of these two enzymes remain unknown.
Higher Eukaryotes
Like the yeasts, all higher eukaryotes contain a single topoisomerase I enzyme that plays a major role in supporting fork movement during replication and in relaxing transcription-related supercoils. Topoisomerase I is indispensable during development and probably also during cell division (58, 59) . The realization that chromosome condensation during mitosis involves the generation of right-handed solenoidal supercoils by proteins belonging to the SMC family (29, 60) means that topoisomerase I would also be required at this stage of the cell cycle to relax compensatory negative supercoils.
Unlike the yeasts, most higher eukaryotes (Drosophila being the known exception) appear to contain two type IIA isoforms termed topoisomerases IIα and IIβ. Topoisomerase IIα (Drosophila topoisomerase II) is essential and found in all cell types; the activity is responsible for unlinking intertwined daughter duplexes during DNA replication and likely also contributes to DNA relaxation during transcription and other cellular processes. Although topoisomerase IIβ is dispensable for cell division (61, 62) , mice with a homozygous defect at the top2β locus die at birth with abnormal neural development (63) . This result may implicate topoisomerase IIβ in suppressing recombination or supporting transcription specifically in early developing neurons.
Higher eukaryotes also contain two isoforms of topoisomerase III. In mice, the topoisomerase IIIα isoform is required early during embryogenesis and has been hypothesized to assist in the unlinking of precatenanes during cellular DNA replication (64) . Although no information is yet available concerning the role of the mammalian topoisomerase IIIβ, preliminary evidence indicates that the Drosophila topoisomerase IIIβ may not be essential for cell viability or development (65) . Based on the findings in yeast, it was suggested that topoisomerases IIIα and IIIβ might interact with one or more of the mammalian homologues of the SGS1 gene (64) . Two such genes are BLM and WRN, which code for helicases that, when mutated, cause Bloom's syndrome and Werner's syndrome, respectively (66, 67) . Support for such a view comes from the recent finding that human topoisomerase IIIα physically interacts with the BLM protein (64) and that another member of the human RecQ family, RecQ5β, interacts with both topoisomerases IIIα and IIIβ (68) . Thus the situation in humans parallels that observed for yeasts and suggests that whatever their molecular functions, the topoisomerase III isoforms probably act in concert with a member of the RecQ family of helicases.
TYPE IA DNA TOPOISOMERASES

General Features
The topoisomerases belonging to the type IA subfamily share the following properties (16) (h) Where the process has been examined, in addition to the ability to relax negative supercoils, these enzymes can catalyze the knotting, unknotting, and interlinking of single-stranded circles as well as the knotting, unknotting, catenation, and decatenation of gapped or nicked duplex DNA circles.
Members of the type IA subfamily of enzymes can be distinguished by two properties that likely reflect their roles in the cell. First, the enzymes vary with respect to the degree of negative supercoiling required for a DNA to be an effective substrate in vitro. For example, the bacterial topoisomerases I will relax native plasmid DNAs isolated directly from bacteria, whereas the E. coli and eukaryotic topoisomerases III (α and β) characterized to date require a hypernegatively supercoiled plasmid DNA substrate (39, 65, 70) . The degree of negative supercoiling required reflects the extent to which the enzymes can facilitate duplex opening by binding preferentially to single strands (16) . Apparently, both the initial superhelix density as well as the final endpoint are important in vivo. Thus, in the case of E. coli topoisomerase I, which functions to prevent excess negative supercoiling, the enyzme does not act until some threshold has been exceeded and then only relaxes the DNA back to the supercoiling range that is optimal for gene function. Similarly, given the substrate specificity of the topoisomerases III, and the apparent collaboration between these enzymes and helicases, it appears that the topoisomerases only function when the helicases have generated extensive duplex unwinding.
A second and possibly related property that distinguishes the members of the type IA subfamily is the relative effectiveness of supercoil relaxation versus DNA catenation or decatenation. E. coli topoisomerase III is much more effective at decatenation than topoisomerase I, consistent with its support role in precatenane unlinking during DNA replication (39, 40) . Conversely, E. coli topoisomerase I is relatively ineffective at decatenation and is therefore unlikely to facilitate fork movement during replication. Detailed information concerning the relaxation versus decatenation activities of the eukaryotic topoisomerases III is lacking, but their strong preference for single-stranded DNA is consistent with a role in unlinking precatenanes during replication (64) .
Although considerable sequence diversity is observed among the known members of the type IA subfamily, certain features are discernible that appear to identify particular subclasses within the subfamily (65) . As the prototype of this subfamily, the 865 amino acid E. coli topoisomerase I can be divided into three domains ( Figure 1 ). The first 582 N-terminal amino acids correspond to a core "cleavage/strand passage" domain containing the active site tyrosine at position 319. Expression of a 596 amino acid N-terminal fragment of E. coli topoisomerase I Figure 1 Domain structure of type IA topoisomerases. The sequences of the type IA topoisomerases from the indicated organisms were aligned based on homology to the cleavage/strand passage domain of E. coli topoisomerase I, and the domains are drawn approximately to scale (18, 65, 70) . The boxes corresponding to the various domains are coded as follows: gray, cleavage/strand passage domain; black, "helicase-like domain" of reverse gyrase; unfilled, basic Cterminal domain; diagonal striping, E. coli-like Zn(II) binding domain; stippling, Zn(II) binding domain found in human and Drosophila (not shown) topoisomerases IIIβ (65) . Although all of the type IA enzymes possess a basic C-terminal domain, only E. coli topoisomerase I and human topoisomerase IIIα exhibit significant sequence homology throughout this region. The domain boundaries lacking numerical labels are only approximate. yields a protein that retains the ability to cleave a single-stranded oligonucleotide but is unable to relax plasmid DNA (71) . This catalytic domain is followed by a Zn(II)-binding domain consisting of 162 amino acids that contains three tetracysteine motifs (72, 73) . An N-terminal fragment containing the first of the three tetracysteine motifs still binds Zn(II) and is active for relaxation indicating that this region of the protein is required for the strand passage reaction (74, 75) . Although the C-terminal-most 121 amino acids are dispensable for activity in vitro, this domain of the protein is rich in basic amino acids and contributes to substrate binding with a preference for single-stranded DNA (76) (77) (78) . A recent analysis based on sequence comparisons reveals that the C-terminal domain is related to the adjacent Zn(II) binding domain and contains two regions homologous to a tetracysteine motif that have lost the ability to bind Zn(II) (79) .
How do other members of the type IA subfamily compare to the prototypic E. coli enzyme (Figure 1) ? Notably, both yeast and E. coli topoisomerases III lack a Zn(II) binding domain altogether. Human topoisomerase IIIα has a Zn(II) binding domain with significant homology to that found in E. coli, but only the first tetracysteine motif found to be essential in E. coli is present (70) . The topoisomerases IIIβ from a phylogenetically diverse group that extends from Drosophila to humans all possess a highly conserved set of eight CXXC motifs that are distinct from the tetracysteine motifs found in the bacterial topoisomerases I and that could correspond to four zinc fingers (65) . Although distinct in sequence and probably structure, the Zn(II) binding domains in the different classes likely share the same DNA binding function. The reverse gyrase may also possess one or more Zn(II) binding regions (27, 79, 80) . As can be seen from the alignments in Figure 1 , members of the type IA subfamily consistently possess a relatively basic C-terminal domain that is not conserved and presumably contributes to DNA binding.
The remainder of this section on type IA topoisomerases considers the structures and specific properties of the well-studied bacterial members of this subfamily.
E. coli DNA Topoisomerase I
Structure The determination of the crystal structure of a 67 kDa N-terminal fragment of E. coli topoisomerase I to 2.2Å (81) represented a major advance in our understanding of how these enzymes function. The 590 amino acid N-terminal fragment observed in the structure corresponds to the cleavage/strand passage domain ( Figure 1 ), and although it is inactive for DNA relaxation, it retains the ability to cleave a single-stranded oligonucleotide (71) . The protein assumes the configuration of a flattened torus with a positively charged hole large enough to accommodate double-stranded DNA (Figure 2a ). The remarkable arrangement of the four domains of the protein is consistent with the conformational plasticity that is likely required for DNA binding and relaxation. Domain I is composed of four criss-crossed β-strands surrounded by four α-helices that are arranged in a Rossmann fold, a structure previously found to be associated with proteins that bind nucleotides and enzymes that catalyze phosphotransfer reactions (82, 83) . From domain I, the polypeptide chain travels through domain IV, which is mostly α-helical, up through domain II on the top before descending to form the α-helical domain III. The chain then reverses direction and returns to domain IV, traversing again through the β-strands that are laced together within domain II. The active site Tyr319 is located within domain III, but is buried at the interface between domains III and I in a region which structurally resembles the fold of the DNA-binding region of the E. coli catabolite activator protein (CAP). Importantly, although domain III is in intimate contact with domain I, it is tethered to domain IV by the arch of domain II that contains two possible hinge regions to allow domain III to lift away from domain I and provide a channel for DNA entry into and out of the central cavity (see below). Although not visible in the view shown in Figure 2a , a large cleft extending from the lower region of domain IV into the top of domain I is believed to provide a binding groove for the single strand to be cleaved. The preference for a cytosine base in the cleaved strand 4 nucleotides 5 of the cleavage site (84, 85) is likely determined by a base-specific contact involving the cleft region of the Rossmann fold in domain I.
The structure of a 14-kDa fragment of E. coli topoisomerase I corresponding to the C-terminal DNA binding region of the protein (see Figure 1 ) has been solved by NMR (86) . The single-stranded DNA binding region is localized to a positively charged β-sheet within the structure. The spatial relationship of this domain to the remainder of the protein shown in Figure 2a is unknown, but the fact that it is dispensable for cleavage and DNA relaxation suggests that it lies adjacent to domain IV and simply provides an extended single-stranded DNA binding region.
Mechanism of DNA Relaxation
To achieve the strand passage event that is required for either DNA relaxation or any of the catenation/decatenation reactions catalyzed by topoisomerase I, it was proposed that the enzyme cleaves a single strand of DNA and by holding onto both ends at the site of the break, bridges the gap through which the intact strand is passed. This mechanism has been referred to as the enzyme-bridging model for DNA relaxation (87) (88) (89) . The crystal structure of the 67-kDa fragment of the E. coli enzyme suggests how such a reaction occurs (81) , and Figure 3 shows the proposed model in schematic form. Since the active site Tyr319 is buried in the structure, it is proposed that as the single-stranded DNA binds to the cleft, domain III undergoes a conformational adjustment to place the nucleophilic O-4 oxygen of the tyrosine side chain in position to attack the scissile phosphate. After cleavage, the active site Tyr319 is covalently bound to the 5 phosphate on one end of the cleaved strand, and the other end is proposed to occupy a nucleotide binding site at the end of the cleft in the Rossmann fold of domain I (81, 90) . Immediately upon cleavage, domain III, which is holding onto the 5 end of the broken strand, lifts away from domain I (Figure 3b ) to create a gap through which is passed either the intact strand (Figure 3c ) or the duplex region of a DNA to be catenated. It was originally proposed that the hinge for this conformational change was located between domains II and IV (II/IV hinge in Figure 2a ), but the recent solution of the crystal structure of a fragment comprising domains II and III (91) indicates that the β-strands joining domains II and III (II/III hinge in Figure 2a) have an unusual amount of flexibility and potentially also contribute to the hinging required to open the "gate" in the cleaved strand. Once the intact strand has moved into the hole of the torus, the clamp closes, and the cleaved strand is religated (Figure 3d ) . The protein must then open and close a second time to release the passed strand (Figure 3e and 3f ) to complete the cycle. Once reset, the enzyme can dissociate from the DNA or act processively to carry out another cycle of strand passage.
Since this series of reactions occurs without an external energy source such as ATP, the protein conformational changes that accompany each step must be driven by DNA interactions with the protein. Although Mg(II) is not required for cleavage, it is required for DNA relaxation (84, (92) (93) (94) . Recently, the highly conserved acidic triad Asp111, Asp113, and Glu115 within the Rossmann-like fold has been shown to bind Mg(II), and this binding is required for at least some of the conformational changes that accompany the relaxation reaction (93) . The negative supercoiling of the substrate DNA provides directionality to the overall process and likely facilitates protein-DNA interactions.
Although the proposed model for DNA relaxation by DNA topoisomerase I is appealing and almost certainly correct in most aspects, the role of the Zn(II) binding domain that is required for DNA relaxation remains unknown. At present, the location of this region in relation to the 67-kDa catalytic fragment remains open to conjecture. Since the Zn(II) domain is absolutely required for the relaxation and decatenation/catenation reactions, it is tempting to propose that, by binding to the DNA, it facilitates DNA movement into and out of the central hole. However, if this hypothesis is correct, then it is puzzling how such movement is accomplished by the related bacterial and yeast topoisomerases III that lack a Zn(II) binding domain.
Mechanism of Catalysis
The proximity of a number of acidic residues to the active site Tyr319 originally suggested that bound Mg(II) might be involved in the catalytic mechanism (81). However, this hypothesis appears to be ruled out by the absence of a Mg(II) requirement for cleavage and probably also for religation (94) . Although mutation of a number of other residues near the active site tyrosine to alanines had little effect on the cleavage reaction, changing Glu9 to alanine abolished cleavage whereas a change to glutamine at this position had little effect (94) . This result may implicate the side chain of Glu9 in catalysis, perhaps through an interaction with the 3 bridging oxygen of the scissile phosphate.
A more detailed description of the catalytic mechanism requires a determination of the amino acid side chains involved in stabilization of the transition state as well as whether general acid-base catalysis is implicated in the reaction (81, 94) . Such a description is confounded by the lack of a structure containing bound DNA and by the likelihood that a conformational change occurs after DNA binding and before cleavage, which changes the positions of residues proximal to the active site Tyr319. However, one of the crystal forms recently solved for a fragment comprising domains II and III reveals a conformation that may approximate this form of the enzyme (91) . In this structure, the guanidinium group of Arg321, which is ∼4.5Å away from Tyr319 in the 67-kDa closed structure, has moved to within hydrogen-bonding distance of the oxygen atom of the Tyr319 hydroxyl. This observation led to the suggestion that the positively charged arginine side chain might promote nucleophilic attack of the tyrosine O-4 atom on the scissile phosphate by stabilizing the phenolate anion. An earlier finding that Arg321 can be replaced by lysine, but only poorly by alanine, led to the same proposal for the role of Arg321 in catalysis (94) . Interestingly, an invariant arginine is similarly positioned near the active site tyrosines of human topoisomerase I (type IB) and the type II topoisomerases (see below).
E. coli DNA Topoisomerase III
The first 609 N-terminal amino acids of E. coli topoisomerase III are homologous to the first 581 amino acids of E. coli topoisomerase I, with 26% of the residues being identical ( Figure 1 ). The C-terminal domains of the two proteins lack any homology, and topoisomerase III is missing the Zn(II) binding domain altogether. However, as with topoisomerase I, the C-terminal domain of topoisomerase III (44 amino acids) contributes to DNA binding (78) , and since the C-terminal domains of the two enzymes are distinct, this region of topoisomerase III might contribute to the powerful decatenating potential of the enzyme (39) . Besides its more potent decatenating activity, E. coli topoisomerase III is also distinct from topoisomerase I in its ability to cleave and decatenate RNA molecules (95) . Whether this latter activity has a physiological role remains to be determined.
The crystal structure of the entire cleavage/strand passage domain of E. coli topoisomerase III protein (Figure 2b that closely parallel those found in topoisomerase I. Most notably, the structures are very similar within the CAP region of domain III that contains the active site tyrosine residues and surrounding amino acids. The cleft where the single-stranded substrate has been proposed to bind appears a little deeper and better defined in topoisomerase III. Despite the obvious similarities, the presence of short deletions and insertions of amino acids results in subtle differences in the shapes of the four domains. In addition, the orientation of the four domains relative to each other differs somewhat between the two proteins. Two insertions that contribute unique structures to topoisomerase III are referred to as loop 241-255 and the decatenation loop; these loops are highlighted in Figure 2b .
Although the functional significance of loop 241-255 remains unknown, a variant of E. coli topoisomerase III was recently engineered in which the 17 amino acid decatenation loop was removed and replaced by the homologous region from E. coli topoisomerase I (97) . Although this change reduced the relaxation activity of the enzyme by approximately 20-fold, the mutant enzyme completely lacked decatenating activity on either a gapped, multiply catenated circular dimer substrate or with replication intermediates generated in an in vitro plasmid replication system. The decatenation loop is rich in basic amino acids and is located at the edge of the hole in the torus, extending away from the body of the protein (Figure 2b ). These properties suggest a possible direct interaction with DNA. Since singly catenated, but not multiply catenated dimers can be unlinked by topoisomerase I (88), whereas topoisomerase III can unlink both types of catenanes, the decatenation loop apparently endows topoisomerase III with the ability to act processively and carry out multiple decatenation reactions. A model has been proposed to explain the processive decatenating activity of E. coli topoisomerase III in which the decatenation loop promotes the entry and binding of a duplex DNA segment inside the cavity of the closed form of the enzyme prior to the binding of the single-stranded segment (97) . This complex then binds to a single-stranded region of a gapped circle, and after cleavage, the duplex DNA segment is passed out through the break. The decatenation loop would then promote rebinding to double-stranded DNA, leading to yet another cycle of decatenation. Note that the order of binding of the two DNA segments involved in the reaction in this model is the reverse of that proposed above for E. coli topoisomerase I. It has been pointed out that although bacterial topoisomerases III possess the basic decatenation loop, yeast topoisomerase III as well as both the α and β isoforms of higher eukaryotic topoisomerases III resemble E. coli topoisomerase I and lack this region of the protein (97) . It remains to be seen whether the eukaryotic enzymes are like E. coli topoisomerase I and lack the ability to efficiently carry out multiple decatenations or whether some other region of the protein or an accessory protein substitutes for the decatenation loop.
Reverse Gyrase
Although reverse gyrase was originally discovered in a hyperthermophilic archaeon (98), the activity has been found in hyperthermophilic and some thermophilic eubacteria as well as in all hyperthermophilic archaea (49, 99), and it clearly represents an important adaptation to growth at high temperatures. The finding that reverse gyrase makes a single-strand break and attaches to the 5 end of the broken strand (100-102) led to the realization that it is a type IA rather than a type II enzyme. The similarity to the bacterial type IA enzymes was extended by functional studies (102, 103) and by the observation that the cleavage specificity of the enzyme resembles that of E. coli topoisomerase I (104, 105) . These findings indicate that reverse gyrase must catalyze ATP-dependent positive supercoiling by a mechanism distinct from the duplex DNA transport mechanism described below for DNA gyrase (106) .
The cloning of the first reverse gyrase gene from Sulfolobus acidocaldarius provided a critical clue to understanding the mechanism of this class of enzymes (80) . As expected, the protein shows a clearcut homology with other bacterial type IA enzymes, but the region of similarity is limited to the C-terminal half of the protein (Figure 1 ). The N-terminal half of the protein contains an ATP-binding site and eight motifs characteristic of the DEAD family of DNA and RNA helicases (80) . The novel presence of separate topoisomerase and helicase domains within the same protein molecule suggests a model for the mechanism of reverse gyrase in which the helicase domain unwinds the helix as it translocates along the DNA, generating positive supercoils in front and negative supercoils behind. In turn, the topoisomerase domain, restricted to relaxing only negative supercoils, relaxes the DNA behind the translocating helicase to leave the DNA with net positive supercoiling. Support for a helicase-like component in reverse gyrase is the finding that the binding of reverse gyrase to a nicked circular DNA at high molar ratios of enzyme to DNA results in the unwinding of the helix even in the absence of ATP (102) .
As a possible test of the above model, the topoisomerase and "helicase" domains of Sulfolobus acidocaldarius reverse gyrase were separately expressed and individually examined for relaxation and helicase functions (107) . Although the topoisomerase fragment was capable of DNA relaxation, no helicase activity could be detected in either the intact protein or in the isolated putative helicase fragment. Moreover, the isolated helicase fragment was incapable of unwinding DNA at high enzyme to DNA ratios. Unfortunately the topoisomerase fragment alone was not tested in the unwinding assay. However, reverse gyrase activity and the unwinding activity could be reconstituted by mixing the two fragments together. Together, these results suggest either that the original hypothesis described above is correct and the putative helicase activity depends critically on some portion of the topoisomerase half of the protein, or that ATP hydrolysis is not directly coupled to strand separation but serves some other function (107) .
The heterodimeric reverse gyrase from Methanopyrus kandleri displays an unexpected distribution of functions between the two subunits (Table 1) (21). As with other reverse gyrases, there is a helicase-like domain that is contained entirely within the larger B subunit and begins at its N-terminus. However, the B subunit also contains a portion of a type IA topoisomerase region corresponding to domain I and the first half of domain IV found in E. coli topoisomerase I (Figure 2a ). This region is followed by a domain of unknown function that could be involved in promoting dimerization. The smaller A subunit begins with a region corresponding to domain II of E. coli topoisomerase I and extends through to the second half of domain IV. Curiously, the break point within the topoisomerase half of the molecule occurs at the point hypothesized to represent one of the two hinges within E. coli topoisomerase I (II/IV hinge) (Figure 2a) .
TYPE IB DNA TOPOISOMERASES
General Features
Three classes of enzymes make up the type IB subfamily of topoisomerases: the topoisomerases I found in all eukaryotic cells, the poxvirus topoisomerases (vaccinia enzyme), and the prokaryotic topoisomerase V from Methanopyrus kandleri (46, 47) . Because so little is presently known about the third enzyme on the list, it is not considered further here. As is discussed below, these topoisomerases share structural and functional properties with the tyrosine recombinases that include the bacteriophage P1 Cre, and E. coli XerD recombinases, and certain phage integrases (108) .
The members of the type IB subfamily of topoisomerases I share no sequence or structural homology with other known topoisomerases and are functionally distinct from the members of the type IA subfamily. Unlike the type IA enzymes, the type IB subfamily members can relax both positive and negative supercoils, and relaxation goes to completion. Consistent with these properties, there is no requirement that the substrate DNA be at least partially single-stranded. The type IB topoisomerases form a covalent intermediate in which the active site tyrosine becomes attached to the 3 phosphate end of the cleaved strand rather than the 5 phosphate end found for the type IA enzymes. The enzymes contain no bound metal ions, and DNA relaxation does not require Mg(II).
Human DNA Topoisomerase I
This section mainly focuses on the properties and structure of human DNA topoisomerase I, the best studied of the cellular type IB enzymes. Based on sequence comparisons, it is likely that most features described here for the human enzyme apply to the cellular topoisomerases I from other eukaryotic species as well.
Structure Based on conservation of sequence, sensitivity to limited proteolysis, hydrodynamic properties, and fragment reconstitution experiments, the 91-kDa human topoisomerase I protein has been subdivided into four distinct domains (109) (110) (111) (112) (Figure 4 ). The N-terminal 214 amino acids of the human enzyme are dispensable for relaxation activity in vitro and constitute a hydrophilic, unstructured, and highly protease-sensitive region of the protein (109, 110) . Contained with the N-terminal domain are four nuclear localization signals and sites for interaction with other cellular proteins, including such proteins as nucleolin, SV40 T-antigen, certain transcription factors, p53, and the WRN protein (113) (114) (115) (116) (117) (118) (119) (120) (121) (122) (123) (124) . The N-terminal domain is followed by a highly conserved, 421 amino acid core domain that contains all of the catalytic residues except the active site tyrosine (125) . A protease-sensitive and poorly conserved linker domain comprising 77 amino acids connects the core domain to the 53 amino acid C-terminal domain. An active form of the enzyme can be reconstituted by mixing together fragments corresponding approximately to the core domain (residues 175 to 659) and the C-terminal domain (residues 713 to 765), and thus the linker is dispensable for relaxation activity in vitro. The active site Tyr723 is found within the C-terminal domain.
The crystal structures of several forms of the human enzyme with both noncovalently and covalently bound DNA have been determined (125) (126) (127) (128) . These co-crystal structures represent the only examples to date of a topoisomerase containing bound DNA. Two views of the structure of human topoisomerase I noncovalently complexed with a 22 base pair DNA are shown in Figure 5 . Although the crystals were grown with an N-terminal truncated active form of the protein missing the first 174 amino acids, the X-ray density was only interpretable beginning at residue 215, and thus the entire N-terminal domain is missing from the structure (see Figure 4) . Recently the crystal structure of another form of the protein extends the structure back to amino acid residue 203 (not shown) (126) . The bi-lobed protein clamps tightly around the DNA with contacts between the protein and the DNA phosphate backbone that extend over 14 base pairs. Most of the contacts are clustered around the five base pairs upstream (−5 to −1) of the cleavage site, which is defined as occurring between DNA residues −1 and +1. The domain structure of the protein, including the subdivision of the core domain into core subdomains I, II, and III, is shown by the color scheme in Figure 5 . One of the lobes of the protein comprises core subdomains I and II (yellow and blue) and forms what has been referred to as the "cap" of the protein (125) . The front end of the cap consists of a pair of long α-helices in a V-shaped configuration that had been seen earlier in the structure of a 26-kDa N-terminal fragment of yeast topoisomerase I (129) . The other lobe forms a base that cradles the DNA and consists of core subdomain III (red) and the C-terminal domain (green). This second lobe is connected to the cap by a long α-helix labeled the "connector" in Figure 5a . On the side opposite to this α-helix are a pair of opposing loops called the "lips" that interact via six amino acids and one salt bridge to connect the cap to the base of the protein. Opening and closing of the protein clamp during DNA binding and release must involve the breaking of this interaction between the lips and the lifting of the cap away from the base as shown by the opposing arrows in Figure 5b . The hinge for this movement may be located at the top of the connector α-helix as shown in Figure 5b (putative hinge) (127) . The dispensable 77 amino acid linker domain (orange) is a coiled-coil structure that protrudes conspicuously from the base of the protein. Despite the clustering of basic amino acids on the DNA proximal sides of both the linker and the V-shaped α-helices of the cap, neither region of the protein is in direct contact with the DNA in the structure. Although it was necessary to inactivate the enzyme by replacing the active site Tyr723 with phenylalanine to obtain crystals, by modeling a tyrosine in place of the phenylalanine in the structure, it can be seen that the tyrosine side chain is buried between core subdomain III and the C-terminal domain and is close to the scissile phosphate (Figure 5a ).
Despite very little sequence homology, most of core subdomain III of human topoisomerase I (residues 440-614) superimposes structurally on the catalytic core region of a family of tyrosine recombinases that includes bacteriophages HP1 and λ integrases, and E. coli XerD and bacteriophage P1 Cre recombinases (125, (130) (131) (132) (133) . In addition, a region near the active site of human topoisomerase I (residues 717-724) appears to correspond structurally to the active site region of the recombinases. In retrospect, this structural similarity is not surprising in view of the many biochemical properties shared by the two classes of enzymes, including a lack of Mg(II) dependence and the formation of a covalent intermediate involving attachment of the enzyme to the 3 phosphate of the cleaved strand. Most Figure 5 Two views of the structure of human topoisomerase I. The structure of the enzyme (pdb entry 1A36) is viewed from the side with the DNA axis horizontally oriented (a) and looking down the axis of the DNA (b). Core subdomains I (residues 215-232 and 320-433), II (residues 233-319) and III (residues 434-633) are colored yellow, blue, and red, respectively. The linker (residues 641-712) and C-terminal domain (residues 713-765) are shown in orange and green, respectively. In panel a, the amino terminus (N) and carboxyl terminus (C) of the protein are indicated, and the active site tyrosine is shown in black ball and stick. The long α-helix that connects the cap to the base of the core is labeled "Connector" in panel a. In panel b, the "Lips" region where the protein opens during DNA binding and unbinding is shown with opposing arrows, and the hinge region at the top of the connector helix is labeled "Putative hinge." strikingly, the architecture of the active sites for the tyrosine recombinases are very similar to what is found for human topoisomerase I (see below) (108, 125) . Thus, the tyrosine recombinases and type IB topoisomerases possess functional cores that use the same chemistry to carry out cleavage and religation. The two classes of enzymes are distinguishable by what occurs during the lifetime of the cleaved intermediate. The topoisomerases permit topological changes in the DNA and restore the original DNA linkage, whereas the recombinases promote strand exchange and join the DNA ends to new partners.
Substrate Specificity
The substrate specificity of eukaryotic topoisomerases I has been characterized at both the nucleotide sequence level and at the level of DNA tertiary structure. By mapping cleavage sites using detergent to trap the covalent complex (134) (135) (136) , the enzymes were found to nick the DNA with a preference for a combination of nucleotides that extends from positions −4 to −1. The preferred nucleotides in the scissile strand are 5 -(A/T)(G/C)(A/T)T-3 with the enzyme covalently attached to the −1 T residue. Occasionally a C residue is found at the −1 position. A particularly strong cleavage site for all eukaryotic topoisomerases I was identified by Westergaard and his colleagues in the rDNA repeats found in Tetrahymena pyriformis (137) , and this sequence, which has a T at the −1 position, formed the basis for designing the 22 base pair oligonucleotide used in the crystallographic studies (125) .
The only base-specific contact between the protein and the DNA in the crystal structures involves a hydrogen-bond between Lys532 and the O-2 atom of the strongly preferred thymine base located at the −1 position. This base-specific contact would seem to provide a good explanation for the preference of a thymine at this location. The presence of a carbonyl oxygen at the same position in a cytosine base, which is also tolerated at this position, would be consistent with this conclusion. However, replacing Lys532 with an alanine drastically reduces the activity of the enzyme without detectably changing the cleavage specificity (H Interthal, J Champoux, unpublished). Apparently other protein-DNA interactions in addition to the Lys532 contact with the −1 base play an important role in cleavage site selection. Thus, the structural basis for the weak nucleotide sequence preference of the enzyme remains elusive.
A number of studies have indicated that eukaryotic topoisomerase I prefers supercoiled over relaxed plasmid DNAs as substrates (138, 139) , and the use of a mutant form of the protein with phenylalanine instead of tyrosine at the active site (Y723F) showed that the enzyme has a strong preference for binding to supercoiled DNA over relaxed DNA (140) . This binding property was localized to the core domain by showing that a fragment including amino acid residues 175 to 659 exhibited the same preference for supercoils. Since the enzyme preferentially binds to supercoils of either sign, it seems likely that the structural feature recognized in the DNA is a node where two duplexes cross (140) . Indeed, topoisomerase I has been observed to associate with nodes by electron microscopy (141) .
The association of human topoisomerase I with a node would appear to require two DNA binding sites on the protein. One way to accommodate this requirement would be for the enzyme to dimerize upon binding DNA (16) . Although there is no evidence for dimerization, this possibility has not been ruled out. An alternative hypothesis is suggested by the crystal structure. The three-dimensional structure of core subdomain II was found to superimpose on the structure of the human Oct-1 POU homeodomain (125) . Since Oct-1 belongs to a family of transcription factors that specifically bind DNA (142) , this homeodomain-like region could represent a second DNA binding site on topoisomerase I. However the residues in Oct-1 that confer sequence specificity are not conserved in core subdomain II, so if this region of human topoisomerase I does bind DNA, it would seem to be a lowaffinity, nonspecific interaction. Further experimentation will be required to test this hypothesis.
Mechanism of Catalysis
Nucleophilic attack by the O-4 oxygen of Tyr723 on the scissile phosphate breaks the DNA strand to generate a phosphodiester link between the tyrosine and the 3 phosphate, releasing a 5 hydroxyl. Two different orientations of key active site residues in relation to the scissile phosphate were observed in the crystal structures, suggesting the interesting possibility that two distinct stages along the catalytic pathway have been observed. In noncovalent complexes in which the DNA contains a thymine at the −1 position (−1T structure) (125, 127) , Arg488 and Arg590 appear to hydrogen bond with one of the nonbridging oxygens of the scissile phosphate while His632 is hydrogen-bonded to the other nonbridging oxygen. In a structure where the −1 thymine has been replaced with cytosine (−1C structure), the phosphate group has rotated by 75
• relative to its position in the −1T structure (126), leaving Arg488 and His632 hydrogen-bonded to the same two nonbridging oxygens, but now Lys532 rather than Arg590 is hydrogen-bonded to a nonbridging oxygen. This −1C configuration is shown in Figure 6 where it can be seen that Lys532 is also hydrogen-bonded to the carbonyl O-2 oxygen of the −1 cytosine base. In either orientation, it appears that Tyr723 is perfectly aligned for nucleophilic attack and that a triad of basic amino acids is positioned to stabilize the pentavalent transition state through interactions with the nonbridging oxygens of the scissile phosphate.
Although it has been hypothesized that the nucleophilic O-4 oxygen of Tyr723 could be activated by the proximity of a general base (89, 108, 143) , none of the structures revealed an amino acid close enough to the tyrosine to play this role. However, a water molecule has been found hydrogen-bonded to Arg590 that is only 2.3Å from the O-4 oxygen (not shown in Figure 6 ) (126) and therefore is in a position to act as a specific base and accept the proton as catalysis proceeds. There are two reasons for suspecting that the −1C structure represents a more advanced stage in catalysis than the −1T structure. First, the orientation of the amino acid side chains in the structure of the covalent complex that is produced on cleavage (125) is the same as that observed in the −1C structure (126) . Second, after the 75
• reorientation of the phosphate group on going from the −1T to the −1C structure, Arg590 is no longer within hydrogen-bonding distance of either nonbridging oxygen but is now brought into close proximity to the Tyr723 hydroxyl (2.4Å) ( Figure 6 ). Hence, analogous to the situation described above for Arg321 of E. coli topoisomerase I, Arg590 could facilitate nucleophilic attack by stabilizing the phenolate anion. Furthermore, a direct role for Lys532 in transition-state stabilization is consistent with the large effect on the rates of cleavage observed for the K532A mutation in the human enzyme (H Interthal, J Champoux, unpublished) and the corresponding K167A mutation in vaccinia topoisomerase (144) . It was originally proposed that His632, in addition to stabilizing the transition state through its interaction with a nonbridging oxygen, might also act as a general acid to protonate the leaving 5 oxygen in the cleavage reaction (127) . The findings that His632 can be replaced by glutamine with only a modest reduction in activity and that the H632Q mutation has the same pH profile as the wildtype enzyme rule out the possibility that His632 acts as a general acid (144a). A similar conclusion has been reached concerning the role of the corresponding His265 of vaccinia topoisomerase (145) (146) (147) . Recent results indicate that Lys167 of vaccinia topoisomerase and the corresponding Lys532 in the human enzyme function instead as general acids to protonate the leaving 5 oxygen during cleavage (148 and H Interthal, J Champoux, in preparation). The distance of Lys532 from the 5 oxygen (∼4Å) in the human enzyme is compatible with this suggestion and confirms that Lys532 may very well play a key role in catalysis by human topoisomerase I.
In principle, DNA religation could be mechanistically just the reverse of the cleavage reaction and the proximity of most of the same amino acids to the scissile phosphate in the crystal structure of the covalent complex is compatible with this possibility. However, the observation that the critical active site residue His632 is within a disordered region in the structure of the covalent complex (125) suggests that there could be some mechanistic differences between the cleavage and religation reactions. Although the close proximity of the attacking 5 oxygen nucleophile to the scissile phosphate likely contributes significantly to the rate of religation, other nucleophiles such as water, hydrogen peroxide, and certain alcohols can replace the 5 hydroxyl under some conditions (149, 150) . Similar results have been reported for the vaccinia topoisomerase where there is also the suggestion that after mutating the active site tyrosine to histidine or glutamine, water may be able to participate in the cleavage reaction (146, 151, 152) . These results indicate that the key to catalysis is the proper three-dimensional organization of the side chains of the active site residues around the scissile phosphate, leaving some flexibility with respect to the nature of the attacking nucleophiles.
Mechanism of DNA Relaxation A schematic of one possible model for DNA relaxation is shown in Figure 7 . The spatial arrangement of the DNA in the co-crystal structure of human topoisomerase I renders unlikely an enzymebridging model for DNA relaxation analogous to what has been proposed for E. coli topoisomerase I (see above). Instead, it appears that once the DNA has been cleaved, the helical duplex downstream of the cleavage site rotates to relieve any torsional stress within the substrate DNA (127) . Attempts to model this rotation within the confines of the hollow interior of the protein indicate that if the protein were to remain clamped around the DNA as shown in Figure 5 , the rotating DNA would likely contact and perhaps shift the position of both the cap and the linker. Thus, the term "controlled rotation" was coined to indicate that these structural domains of the protein likely hinder or impede the rotation reaction (127) . An alternative hypothesis is diagrammed in Figure 7 , where it is proposed that once cleavage has occurred (Figure 7d ) , the enzyme opens up to allow rotation and perhaps assumes a conformation approximating that proposed for the DNA-free form of the enzyme (Figure 7a ). In this model, there may be little or no hindrance to DNA rotation (Figure 7e ). These two models differ mainly in the extent to which the DNA interacts with the cap and linker elements of the structure during rotation. Either model could accommodate multiple rotation events before religation of the DNA. Although the number of rotations per cleavage is not known for the human enyzme, the vaccinia topoisomerase appears to allow, on the average, five rotations for each nicking-closing cycle (153) .
Vaccinia DNA Topoisomerase
With a molecular size of 36 kDa (314 amino acids), vaccinia is the smallest known topoisomerase. Amino acid sequence similarity to cellular topoisomerases I and the polarity of attachment to the cleaved strand clearly place the viral enzyme in the type IB subfamily. Interestingly, the vaccinia enzyme is more sequencespecific than the cellular enzyme with a pentanucleotide recognition sequence of 5 -(T/C)CCTT-3 . The recognition site specificity and the observation that the vaccinia enzyme can resolve Holliday junctions (154, 155) indicate an overlap in function with the related tyrosine recombinases and suggest that the viral topoisomerase may have multiple functions during the infection.
Structurally, vaccinia topoisomerase appears to be a pared-down cellular topoisomerase I (128) . The crystal structures of two fragments that constitute virtually the entire vaccinia topoisomerase have been determined (156, 157) . These two fragments correspond to the amino-terminal domain (amino acids 1-77) and the catalytic domain (amino acids 81-314) of the enzyme. The structure of the catalytic domain is very similar to core subdomain III and a 19 amino acid region encompassing the active site of human topoisomerase I. This region of similarity is the same as that found between the human topoisomerase I and the tyrosine recombinases. When the vaccinia and human enzymes are superimposed, all of the active site residues align very well except for a significant displacement of the active site tyrosine in the vaccinia structure compared to the human enzyme (128) . This displacement, which was also observed for the λ integrase and the XerD recombinase, suggests that DNA binding induces a local shift in the relative positions of the active site tyrosines and the other elements important for catalysis. Three β-strands found in the structure of the 9-kDa amino terminal fragment exhibit a structural similarity with a portion of core subdomain I of the human enzyme, indicating that the amino-terminal domain of vaccinia topoisomerase probably constitutes a cap that interacts with DNA analogous to the role of the cap in the human enzyme.
TYPE II DNA TOPOISOMERASES
General Features
The following properties are shared by all type II topoisomerases (16): (a) The dimeric enzymes bind duplex DNA and cleave the opposing strands with a fourbase stagger (topoisomerase VI may generate a two-base stagger) (83) . (b) Cleavage involves covalent attachment of each subunit of the dimer to the 5 end of the DNA through a phosphotyrosine bond. (c) A conformational change pulls the two ends of the cleaved duplex DNA apart to create an opening in what is referred to as the gated or G-segment DNA. A second region of duplex DNA from either the same molecule (relaxation, knotting or unknotting) or a different molecule (catenation or decatenation), referred to as the transported or T-segment, is passed through the open DNA gate. This feature of the reaction explains why the linking number is changed in steps of two when the supercoiling of a circular DNA is changed (106, 158, 159) . (d) The reactions require Mg(II), and ATP hydrolysis is required for enzyme turnover and rapid kinetics, although one cycle of relaxation or decatenation/catenation can occur in the presence of the nonhydrolyzable analog of ATP, ADPNP (5 -adenylyl-β,γ -imidodiphosphate) (160) (161) (162) . (e) The crystal structures of several members, including the structurally distinct topoisomerase VI (see below), reveal that the active site tyrosines are situated in a helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif found within a domain that strongly resembles the DNA binding region of the E. coli catabolite activator protein (CAP). In addition, acidic residues within a Rossmann fold on the opposing protomer appear to collaborate with the HTH region of the CAP-like domain to assemble the active site for catalysis and may be involved in metal ion binding in some cases (83, 163, 164) . This fold has also been referred to as a "toprim motif" because it is found in DNA primases as well as the topoisomerases and also in a number of other enzymes that catalyze phosphotransfers or hydrolyze phosphodiester bonds (83, 165) . Interestingly, both the CAP-like domain and the Rossmann/toprim fold of the type II enzymes are shared by the type IA, but not the type IB, subfamily of topoisomerases (see above) (163) . (f) As with the type I enzymes, a highly conserved arginine residue is implicated in catalysis by its close proximity to the active site tyrosine (83, 166) .
Several characteristics distinguish individual members of the type II family. All of the type II enzymes from both prokaryotic domains of life described to date contain two different subunits and are therefore heterotetrameric in structure, whereas the eukaryotic enzymes are homodimers (Table 1 ). Among all of the known type II enzymes, DNA gyrase stands alone as the only enzyme capable of using the energy from ATP hydrolysis to introduce negative supercoils into the DNA. Finally, different members of the type II family can be distinguished by their relative proficiency at DNA relaxation versus decatenation (or catenation), and this property likely reflects their specialized roles in the cell.
Type IIA DNA Topoisomerases
Structure Alignment of the sequences of the type IIA subfamily based on their homology with E. coli DNA gyrase is shown in Figure 8a and reveals a threedomain structure. It can be seen that the B subunit of E. coli DNA gyrase (GyrB) corresponds to the ParE subunit of E. coli topoisomerase IV and to the N-terminal half of the eukaryotic enzymes, whereas the gyrase A subunit (GyrA) aligns with the ParC subunit and the C-terminal half of the eukaryotic enzymes. Except for an insertion of 170 amino acids near the C-terminus of GyrB, there is a strong correspondence between the sequences of the various type IIA enzymes up to the C-terminal tails, but the C-terminal domains are only similar in sequence for closely related species and then only for the first half of the tail. Similar to the N-terminal domains of type IB topoisomerases, the C-terminal tails of the type IIA enzymes are important for nuclear targeting and for interactions with other proteins (120, 167, 168) . The active site tyrosines are located ∼120 amino acids from the N-terminus of GyrA or the B -A boundary in the single subunit enzymes (Figure 8a ). The ATP binding site is located within the first ∼400 amino acids of GyrB, ParE and the intact enzymes. The ATPase domain is followed by a region located in the C-terminal half of GyrB (referred to as B ) that mediates the interaction between the two different subunits in the heterotetramers and is necessary for communication between the two halves of the single-subunit enzymes (169) . The region of the yeast enzyme that is homologous to the first 505 amino acids of GyrA is referred to as A and the combined B -A region as the DNA binding/cleavage domain (Figure 8a ). The 170 amino acid insertion in GyrB is required for activity in vivo, and a mutant protein deleted for this region exhibits a DNA binding defect in vitro (170) . The region of the DNA gyrase that wraps ∼140 bp of the bound G-segment DNA into a right-handed supercoil to create the appropriate substrate for negative supercoiling is located in the C-terminal tail domain (1, 171, 172) . (18) . In each case, the region or subunit that is homologous to the GyrB subunit (excluding the insertion from 550-719) is shown with sequence coordinates and a gray shaded box. The region homologous to the highly conserved first 505 amino acids of GyrA is depicted by a box with diagonal striping. For the S. cerevisiae enzyme, the C-terminal half of the GyrB-like region (residues 410-660) is referred to as B and the region homologous to GyrA as A (residues 661-1164); the combined B -A regions constitute the DNA binding/cleavage domain containing the active site Tyr782. The N-terminal half of GyrB and the corresponding regions in the other type IIA enzymes contain the ATPase domain (and the DNA capture domain, not indicated). The C-terminal tail domains of the enzymes are depicted as open boxes. The ParC and ParE subunits of E. coli topoisomerase IV are also referred to as the A and B subunits, respectively, to denote their relationship to the gyrase subunits. (b) The subunit structure of S. sulfolobus topoisomerase VI, the prototype of the type IIB subfamily, is shown with the B and A subunits in black and stippled boxes, respectively, to indicate that they are structurally distinct from any of the domains in the type IIA subfamily. The positions of the ATPase region and the active site Tyr103 are indicated.
Crystal structures have been solved for fragments of both subunits of E. coli DNA gyrase and a large fragment of S. cerevisiae topoisomerase II (Figures 9a  and 10 ) (166, (173) (174) (175) (176) . Although a complete structure of an intact functional type IIA topoisomerase is lacking, the available structures provide a near-complete view of how these amazing proteins are assembled and function. The N-terminal half-fragment of the GyrB subunit was crystallized in the presence of the nonhydrolyzable ATP analog ADPNP to promote dimer formation (173, 175) , and the structure is shown in Figure 9a . The N-terminal ATPase domains in this fragment sit above the C-terminal DNA capture domain that forms a cavity just large enough (∼20Å) to accommodate a DNA molecule. The lower extensions of the DNA capture domains are connected to the second half of the GyrB protein that is not present in the crystal structure (yeast topoisomerase B region) and are likely held apart rather than in the attached configuration apparent in Figure 9a .
The structure of the N-terminal half of E. coli GyrA (174) is shown in Figure 10a ; this fragment is called GyrA because it corresponds to the A region of yeast topoisomerase II (Figure 8 ). Although the GyrA fragment lacks the C-terminal tail domain required for negative supercoiling, in combination with GyrB, it will carry out ATP-dependent relaxation of supercoils (171) . The protein encloses a hole that is ∼30Å in diameter with two long coiled-coil structures connecting the top portion with the tightly closed bottom. The active site tyrosines are located in CAP-like folds near the N-termini of the GyrA fragments (light and dark green in Figure 10a) . A large cleft that runs across the top of the two CAP regions and beside the upward extensions of the molecule is the putative DNA binding site (see Figure 11 ). This orientation of the DNA relative to the protein places the active site tyrosines close enough to the DNA that with a modest distortion of the DNA helix they are in a position to make the double-strand staggered cut required for duplex DNA transport (174) . Based on the crystal structure of the yeast enzyme and electron micrographs of the homologous yeast and human enzymes (166, 177, 178) , it is likely that the entire GyrB subunit sits on top of the GyrA subunit with the B domains nestled between the upward extensions of the A subunit (see below).
The structures of two different crystal forms of a large yeast topoisomerase II fragment containing the B -A regions of the protein have been solved. These structures not only provide a glimpse of the structure of the B domain missing from the gyrase structures but also reveal alternative conformations that could account for the gate-opening that must precede DNA transport (Figure 10b and c) (166, 176) . The overall architecture of the (B -A ) 2 yeast structures is strikingly similar to that of the GyrA dimer, with the presence of a large opening (∼50Å in this case) bounded by the CAP-like regions containing the active site tyrosines and the connecting antiparallel α-helices. Rossmann-like folds are found in the B domains of the protein that rest atop the A structures and contain amino acids that contribute to the active site region (166, 179, 180) .
Despite these similarities, the individual subdomains clearly assume different orientations in the two yeast structures relative to the GyrA structure. Most noticeable is the rotation of the CAP regions (light and dark green in Figure 10b and c) such that the active site tyrosines are forced apart to different extents in the three structures. In the first of the yeast structures to be solved (166) , the lateral distance between the active site tyrosines along what would be the axis of the bound DNA (27Å), as well as the opening between the CAP regions, is sufficient to easily accommodate a passing duplex DNA (Figure 10c) , and it was proposed that this structure represents the open DNA gate conformation. In the second structure (Figure 10b ) (176) , the opening is midway between the tightly closed configuration observed for the gyrase (designated C) and that observed in (176) . The presence of these different conformations implies the existence of considerable flexibility at the interface between the B and the A domains and the presence of a hinge at the dimer interface between the two coiled-coil regions at the bottom of the structure. It is likely that these three different structures capture different conformational states along the pathway of the enzyme-catalyzed DNA transport reaction.
Mechanism of the DNA Transport Reaction Although many of the details concerning the mechanism of DNA transport by type IIA topoisomerases require further investigation, the biochemical evidence in combination with the available structural information (166, (173) (174) (175) (176) (177) (178) 181 ) provides a useful framework for building molecular models (1, 182) . What follows is an overview of the mechanism; for a detailed description of the experiments, see review by Wang (1) .
A type IIA topoisomerase structure lacking only the C-terminal tail domain can be approximated by piecing together the N-terminal half of GyrB (Figure 9a ) (173, 175) and the different structural conformations described for fragments of yeast topoisomerase II and the A subunit of DNA gyrase (166, 174, 176) (Figure 10 ) as shown schematically in Figure 11 . For the single subunit enzymes, the Cterminal tail is dispensable for cleavage and religation as well as for DNA transport (1), and thus the resulting hypothetical dimeric structure represents a functional topoisomerase. Such an arrangement generates a molecule containing a high-affinity DNA binding site for the DNA to be cleaved (G-segment) and two gated cavities for entrapping the T-segment DNA before, during, and after its transit through the DNA gate (Figure 11d and e) . The two-gated structure fits nicely with the biochemical data that provide strong support for such a mechanism of DNA transport (160, (183) (184) (185) . The cavity that sits above the bound G-segment (as diagrammed) is formed from the ATPase and the DNA capture domains (Figure 9a ) with the ATPase domain constituting what is referred to as the N-gate (near to the N-terminus of the intact protein). Below the bound G-segment DNA lies the second cavity that accepts the transported DNA after it passes through the DNA gate ( Figure 10 ). The gate on this lower cavity opens to allow the T-segment DNA to escape ( Figure 11f ) and is referred to as the exit gate or C-gate (near the C-terminus of the protein). It is clear that the protein must undergo a series of conformational changes during the course of the overall reaction. Such changes are likely coordinated by, as yet poorly understood, interactions with the DNA substrate as well as by the binding of ATP and the release of ATP hydrolysis products (182, 186, 187) .
In the absence of bound DNA, but in the presence of ATP, the N-gate apparently cycles between the open and closed states (1, 188) . Binding of ATP to one of the ATPase domains is believed to alter the conformation of the domain leading to closing of the N-gate and binding of the second ATP molecule (188, 189) . ATP hydrolysis with release of ADP is required to reopen the gate. The first step of a productive reaction is the binding of a G-segment DNA to the high-affinity binding site located across the tops of the two CAP regions of the dimer (Figure 11a ). This binding requires an open N-gate and also an opening between the two B regions of the protein. Once the DNA is bound, the CAP regions of the protein remain in a closed conformation (C) analogous to the GyrA structure (Figure 10a) , and the two B regions are also most likely in close proximity at the dimer interface. Although the active site tyrosines are now near the scissile phosphates, they are not yet positioned for the cleavage reaction (174) . After the G-segment DNA is bound, a conformational change leads to an increase in the rate of N-gate cycling between the open and closed states (188, 190) . For each cycle without T-segment trapping, it is believed that the G-segment is transiently cleaved, but this cleavage is not followed by opening of the DNA gate (191) . However, once ATP binding leads to closure with a T-segment trapped in the DNA capture domain (Figure 11c and d ), a series of highly concerted steps are set in motion to rapidly transfer the T-segment through an open gate in the G-segment. T-segment trapping is likely facilitated by weak binding between the DNA and the interior of the DNA capture domain and is also influenced by the topology of the DNA (1).
The closure of the N-gate with a trapped T-segment leads to cleavage of the G-segment followed by a conformational change in the protein that pulls the two CAP regions apart to open the DNA gate (Figure 11d ). The T-segment is efficiently transported through the open DNA gate to enter the lower cavity (Figure 11d and e and also Figure 10c ). Although all of these steps can occur in the presence of a nonhydrolyzable analog of ATP (ADPNP), ATP significantly speeds up the reaction, and it is likely that a conformational change that is coupled to ATP hydrolysis occurs after cleavage and helps "squeeze" the T-segment through the open gate (182, 186, 187, 192) . Once DNA transport has occurred, closure of the DNA gate and subsequent religation of the DNA is believed to force open the Cgate to facilitate release of the T-segment from the enzyme (Figure 11f ). The cycle is completed by the rapid closure of the C-gate followed presumably by hydrolysis of the second ATP. The release of the products of ATP hydrolysis opens the N-gate and readies the enzyme for potentially another cycle of DNA transport.
Negative Supercoiling by DNA Gyrase Although all type II topoisomerases require ATP hydrolysis for efficient relaxation of supercoils, DNA gyrase is capable of coupling the energy of ATP hydrolysis to the generation of negative supercoils in a plasmid DNA. This property of the enzyme requires the DNA binding region found in the C-terminal domain of the A subunit, since removal of this region produces an enzyme capable of relaxing DNA but incapable of introducing negative supercoils into the DNA (171) .
There are two keys to the negative supercoiling reaction catalyzed by DNA gyrase. The first is that the DNA bound to the C-terminal domain is wrapped around the protein with a right-handed writhe. The resulting constrained positive supercoil is associated with approximately 140 bp of DNA (1) . The second key to the reaction relates to the resulting spatial relationship between the enzyme-bound G-segment DNA and the T-segment DNA trapped in the DNA capture domain. The two crossing segments of DNA are referred to as a DNA node that can be either positive or negative in sign, depending on how the two DNA regions of the same molecule lie across each other (1) . For all of the type IIA topoisomerases except DNA gyrase, the sign of the node formed by the bound G-and T-segments is determined by the sense of the supercoiling of the substrate DNA; negatively supercoiled DNAs bind to produce a negative node, and positively supercoiled DNAs bind to produce a positive node. In either case, inversion of the node by the DNA transport reaction relaxes the DNA by canceling out two of the supercoils (106) . On the other hand, for DNA gyrase the right-handed wrap of the DNA around the enzyme must dictate that the nodal arrangement of the G-and Tsegments leading to a productive transport reaction is nearly always a positive one (1). Thus, one plausible explanation for the directionality of DNA transfer by DNA gyrase is that the C-terminal region delivers the two DNA segments to the enzyme in such a way that only a positive node can be formed prior to cleavage.
Based on an analysis of the topology of the bound DNA at various stages of the reaction, Kampranis et al (192) have proposed a slightly different model for the supercoiling preference of DNA gyrase. They suggest that two regions of a DNA can potentially associate with the DNA gyrase to produce a node of either sign. The bound T-segment DNA promotes opening of the DNA gate to set up an "on-enzyme" equilibrium in which the T-segment distributes itself either before or after the DNA gate depending on the topology of the DNA (192). For a positively supercoiled substrate, which is a good substrate for gyrase, the equilibrium position for the T-segment is beyond the gate so that with closure and release two negative supercoils are introduced that offset two of the positive supercoils. For a negatively supercoiled DNA, the equilibrium favors a position for the T-segment before the DNA gate, and therefore a much reduced chance for any change in the supercoiling of the DNA. The right-handed wrap of the DNA around the enzyme must play a critical role in determining the equilibrium position of the two DNA segments.
Type IIB DNA Topoisomerases
Structure The prototype of the type IIB subfamily is a type II enzyme identified in the archaeon Sulfolobus shibatae and called DNA topoisomerase VI (20) ; a similar enzyme is found in all archaea sequenced to date. The enzyme is an A 2 B 2 heterotetramer with the A and B subunits containing 389 and 530 amino acids, respectively (Figure 8b) (19, 193) . A search for sequence similarities between the S. shibatae topoisomerase VI and the type IIA topoisomerases reveals a weak homology between the N-terminal region of the B subunit, the ATPase domains of the type IIA enzymes, and other ATP binding proteins. Moreover, an isolated B subunit binds an ATP analog (20) . The sequence of the A subunit is distinct from any other topoisomerases but displays an intriguing homology to the Spo11 protein from S. cerevisiae, which is involved in cleaving DNA to initiate homologous recombination during meiosis (194, 195) . Thus, it is likely that, similar to the eubacterial type IIA enzymes (DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV), the B subunit contains the ATPase domain, and the A subunit is the DNA binding/cleavage subunit (Figure 8b) .
The crystal structure of a Methanococcus jannaschii DNA topoisomerase VI A subunit fragment reported recently (83) confirms these subunit designations and provides a number of key insights into how this novel type II enzyme functions (Figure 9b) . The fragment consists of amino acids 69 to the end of the protein at residue 389 and is referred to as topoisomerase VI-A . Each protomer of the dimeric structure can be divided into two clearly defined domains that overall are distinct from the three-dimensional structures of the type IIA enzymes. The N-terminal domain (green, Figure 9b ) contains the putative active site Tyr103 and is folded into a structure resembling a CAP-like fold, while the remainder of the protein (red, Figure 9b ) contains a central subdomain that possesses a Rossmann-like toprim fold. The toprim fold contains a tightly coordinated Mg(II) in the structure, possibly implicating the divalent cation in catalysis (83) . Thus, despite the lack of any substantial sequence homology between the A subunit of topoisomerase VI and any other topoisomerase, topoisomerase VI contains a CAP region that resembles the CAP-like fold found in the A fragment of type IIA topoisomerases and in domain III of the type IA enzymes, and a Rossmann-like fold that is found in the B domains of the type IIA enzymes and in domain I of the type IA topoisomerases (Figures 2 and 10) (83, 163) .
Mechanism
The positively charged central groove that runs across the dimer interface shown in Figure 9b (right) possesses the correct dimensions to function as the binding site for the G-segment DNA. Moreover, after a slight rotation of the CAP regions, the active site tyrosines are juxtaposed with the putative scissile phosphates in the DNA (83) . Cleavage followed by a separation of the protomers at the dimer interface would be expected to create a DNA gate for the transport reaction. By comparison with the type IIA enzymes, the most striking feature of the topoisomerase VI A subunit structure is the lack of a cavity below the putative DNA gate to accommodate the T-segment DNA after it has been transported. It will be interesting to determine what biochemical properties correlate with the lack of an exit gate.
The spatial relationship of the ATPase-containing B subunit to the A subunit is unknown, but in the absence of an exit gate, it seems quite likely that the dimeric B domains not only provide a DNA capture domain but also form the bridge that holds the two A protomers together when the gate opens (83) . The homologous yeast Spo11 protein is involved in producing double-strand breaks that initiate the process of meiotic recombination, but unlike a topoisomerase, the enzyme does not rejoin the two ends and is instead cleaved away from the DNA (194, 195) . Thus, the Spo11 protein functionally behaves like a type II topoisomerase that is unable to close the gate after cleavage. One possible explanation for the properties of Spo11 is that Spo11 lacks a functional analog of the topoisomerase VI B subunit bridge and cannot prevent dissociation of the A subunits after cleavage. Interestingly, budding yeast lack a homologue of the topoisomerase VI B subunit. However, the isolated S. shibatae topoisomerase VI A subunit is unable to cleave DNA and only does so in the presence of the B subunit (19) . If the above hypothesis is correct, then it seems likely that the cleavage activity of Spo11 is regulated by association with one or more accessory proteins, none of which provide a bridge between the two A subunits. Any combination of the nine other proteins required in yeast for producing double-strand breaks during meiosis could function in this regard (196) .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Despite enormous progress in the last few years, many issues concerning the functioning of topoisomerases remain unresolved. Several questions regarding the structural basis of enzyme specificity remain elusive and address issues integral to the in vivo functions of these enzymes. What dictates the preference of most DNA topoisomerases for a particular DNA topology? What determines whether a type IA or a type IIA topoisomerase is more proficient at DNA relaxation or at DNA catenation/decatenation? What structural features affect the extent of negative supercoiling required for a DNA to serve as a good substrate for a type IA enzyme? The relationship between topoisomerases and helicases is an intriguing one and is most dramatically illustrated by the chimeric reverse gyrases. What is the basis for the interaction between bacterial or eukaryotic topoisomerases III, as well as type IB topoisomerases with members of the RecQ family of helicases? What are the cellular targets and functions of these interacting pairs? The availability of crystal structures for enzyme fragments simply whets one's appetite for more structural information, including complete structures with bound DNA for members of both subfamilies. Such information will provide crucial insights into the protein-protein, protein-DNA, and protein-ATP interactions that coordinate conformational changes to DNA transport or rotation. A complete understanding of the mechanisms of catalysis and topoisomerization will continue to require integrating structural information with biochemical experimentation. Ultimately, the goal of creating dynamic models of topoisomerase function may inspire new approaches and continue to challenge the imagination of those working on these remarkable machines.
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